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COC questions
sale of artifacts
by Kirsten 1.
Staff Writer

chulze

The reasoning behind President Dale
Lick's controversial sale of artifacts bequested to the university was questioned at the Council of Colleges meeting
Monday afternoon.
The members voiced concerns about
the way the money was going to be spent
and if the sale of ihe artifacts were the
most beneficial option to UMaine.
• I don't think anyone, especially Dale
Lick, wants to sell the collection,"
said Vice President for Academic Affairs John Hitt. But it was the wish of
the donor, William Palmer Ill, that
parts of the collection should be sold
and this wish should be respected, Hitt
said.
•

Professor Kt-a Hayes its naming for Coagress this November.
r

Ken Hayes tooks
toward November
by Christina Koliander
Staff Writer

"Being iiivoloed ill the rcai world of
politics is useful for me as a
teacher," said Hayes. "A good
To University of Maine students, legislator is a good teacher."
Kenneth Hayes is known across cam
Hayes cited issucs where he differs.
pus as a political science professor.
from Snowe. A main issue is the subTo Maine residents, Kenneth Hayes ject of labor workers.
is known as the Democratic candidate
Hayes said Snowe announced she
in the race to "dethrone" incumbent does not support the strike at the Jay
Olympia Snowe for the 2nd District paper mill, and will not visit her conscat of the U.S. • Housc . of. stituents there.
Representatives.
Hayes said it is an issue of represenHayes chose to run for the seat after tation with which she does not deal.
being pershaded by members of the
Education is another topic Hayes
Maine Democratic party.
finds to be vitally important. "I con"I decided to accept the sider it a number one priority," said
-Challenge," Hayes said. "Manning Hayes. He explained that 2 percent of
against an incumbent is a most dif- the federal budget goes to education
ficult task and I realize that. "
and said Snowe wants to reduce this
Hayes compared running for public number.
On HAM pose 3)
office to teaching.

This was not the first isle of artifacts
from the collection. In fact. $750,000
worth of revenue was generated from
sales while the art collection was still
solely under Sett. George Mitchell's
trusteeship, said Robert Holmes, vice
president for university development.
This money allowed for part of the construction of the Maine-Center for the
Arts.
Part of the resenue from the recent
sale of artifacts will be used for a lounge
and baseball clubhouse which complies
with the Palmer's will which states that
the artifacts are to be sold in the most
appropriate fashion as determined by
the University of Maine and shall be
utilized for general purposes, Holmes
said.
1see COUNCIL page 6)
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Officials: Profit
small from textbooks
by Debbie Dutton
Staff Writer
Despite student complaints of the
high cost of textbooks.the University of
Maine maintains it is not making a large
profit from textbook
Alsen Stuart, assistant sice president for Administrative Services, said
books in the Textbook Annex are
marked up 20 to 25 percent.
"I don't think anyone goes less than
that," Stuart said. "We try not to
make a large profit on textbooks." Stuart also said the 5 percent student
discount of two years ago is no longer
available because that money is being
used to fund the bookstore addition,
"We are going to consider bringing
back the discount, but I don't know
when that will be," Stuart said.
Senior business major Glenna Hicks
said she paid more than $250 for her
books this semester.

"I spent way too much money on
books," Hicks said. "This is another
major expense i don't need."
Sharon Cole, business manager at the
Textbook Annex, said the books are
marked up to give a 20 to 25 percent
gross profit margin. She explained that
the gross profit margin isn't quite the
same as how most people perceive
straight percentage and added, "It is
common practice at most retail operations."
Bob Jacobs, assistant professor of-journalism at the university, said he
wrote a book titled How to be an Independent Video Producer, which is
being sold at the annex for greater
than its retail price.
"The retail price as set by the
publisher is $34.95 and the annex is
charging 150, which seems to me a
rather exorbitant price," Jacobs said.
(see BOOK page 7)

Contras, Sandinistas resume peace talks
GUATEMALA CITY (AP)
Representatives of the Nicaraguan
government met with rebel leaders Monday for the first time in three months,
but both sides remained sharply divided on ways to end seven years of civil
war.
The leftist Sandinista government and
the U.S:-nacked rebefit.ktiosin
tras, began a two-day conference as a
preliminary step to resuming the
high-level peace talks that collapsed__
on June 9.
The rebels recently proposed that
high-level talks resume Sept. 25, but the

two sides disagree on a location.
Nicaragua is willing to resume talks,
but they must be held in Managua.
Victor Hugo Tinoco, Nicaraguan
assistant foreign minister and the head
of the Sandinista delegation, said at a
news conference before Monday's
meeting.
The rebels have opposed holding the
talks in the Nicaraguan capital and have
said high-les el negotiations cannot
resume until the government releases
more than 40 anti-government
demonstrators arrested in July.
A fragile March 21 cease-fire remainc

in effect in Nicaragua, but each side accuses the other of violating the truce.
Tinoco said he expected the
Guatemala meeting to result in "a ceasefire for 30 or 60 days that could be extended indefinately."
Both sides agreed on March 23 to seek
a negotiated settlement to the conflict,
which the government says has claimed
the lives of 28,000 Nicaraguans.
The agreement called on the rebels to
lay down their arms in exchange for
democratic reforms. Shortly before
peace talks broke off in June, the San

dinistas proposed a timetable for disarmament and political reforms.
But the Contras rejected the plan, saying ii did not go fat enough. They
demanded freedom for political
prisoners and democratic reforms in
Nicaragua.
Will ti
tahendis
Tinoco,sid t S
that a cease-fire verification commission
funded by $10 million from congress be
put into operation.
During Inc past four months, most of
the rebel forces fled back to base camps
inside Honduras to receive new supplies
of uniform. -ad
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News Briefs
Seabrook
bungles test

-4

SEABROOK, N.H.(AP)— Citing
a Nuclear Regulatory Commission
inspection report, critics of the
Seabrook nuclear plant charged
Monday that plant staff badly botched the response toa mock accident
during a recent drill.
The Seabrook foes asked an NRC
licensing board to delay low-power
atomic testing at Seabrook while the
issue is litigated. The Atomic Safety
and Licensing Board already has
authorized the tests, pending the
commissions final approval.
Though it concluded that the
overall plant staff response was adequate to protect the public, the NRC
report said staffers in some cases
"displayed questionable engineering
judgment and-or did not recognize or
address technical concerns."
But the NRC's acting senior resident inspector at Seabrook, .who
helped write the report, said in an interview that weaknesses cited in it
were " less than minor." Dave
Ruscitto said those issues require corrective action but likely will bel considered closed in a follow-up report
due out in the next several weeks.
Seabrook officials, while saying
they were treating the inspection
report very seriously, noted that the
NRC concluded that "emergencs!
response actions were adequate to
provide protective measures for the
health and safety of the public.'

The NRC also said it found no
violations of federal regulations in
Seabrook staff's response to the
mock accident involving an imaginary release of radioactivity into
the atmosphere.
The on-site drill was part of a twoday federal exercise in June designed promarily to test evacuation plans
for communities within 10 miles of
the reactor.

Hunters killed in
pursuit of sport
MILAN, Italy (AP) — Four
hunters were killed and at least 20 injured in accidents as Italy's hunting
season opened, authorities reported
Monday. Shouting matches also occurred between environmentalists
and hunters.
One hunter was killed. near
Florence on Sunday by a a shot tired
by another hunter; two hunters died
of heart attacks while chasing game
near Bergamo and Parma in northern
Italy; and another hunter was struck
and killed by a thunderbolt in central
Italy, police said. -Police reported that at knit 20
hunters were injured in accidents or
byu ricocheting or inaccurate shots.
In several regions, members of the
environmentalist Green Party played
horns, drums and other noisy instruments to chase game away before
hunters arrived. They then got into
shouting matches with hunters, but
no injuries wre reported in those confrontations, police said.

NEW YORK (AP) — Average
SAT scores !sot ground in 1988 for
the first time in eight years, but
minority students continued a
decade-long pattern of impressive
gains, the College Board reported
Monday.
Scores on the verbal section of the
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) -Scholastic Aptitude Tests fell two
Blood donors are needed to ease" a
points to an average 428, while the
severe deficit" in the Red Cross
average on the math section was unblood supply in Maine and
the
to
according
changed at 476,
Massachusetts, the organization said
board's annual report.
Monday
Both portions of the multipleThe supply "has been at or below
1.1
choice exam taken each yar by
a critical level for several months,"
million college-bound students are
said Dr. Mark A Popovsky, medical
scored on a scale of 200-800, with a
director of the Red Cross in the twocombined 1600 being perfect.
state Northeast Region.
The combined math-verbal average
He said that with an inadequate_
of 904 marked the first decline in
reserve supply of blood to meet
eight years. The national average hit
transfusion needs, "hospitals might
a low of 8% in 1980, recovered a bit
to 906 by 1985 and was unchanged --have to consider postponing elective
surgery when blood supPlies become
until this year's slight decline.
low as they are now."
:as
,
SAT
Ironically, the release of the
The Red Cross collects approxaverages coincides with the planned
imately 1,200 units of blood each day
departure Tuesday of U.S.
for transfusion in Maine and
Education Secretary William J.
Massachusetts
2 years in
/
Bennet, who during his 31
"But we need 3,000 additional
office had credited the Reagan adblood donations this week above and
ministration with spurring reforms
beyond the normal daily goal to
which until this year had helped proreplenish the blood supp!),"
duce gradually improving SAT
Popovsky explained.
SCOMS.

Blood donors
seriously needed
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Scores drop first
time in 8 years

In a statement Monday, Bennett
blamed the school establishment for
the falloff in scores: "No medals for
America in this news. I said in April
that *the absolute level at which our
improvements are taking place is
unacceptably low.' Today it's a bit
lower, and still not acceptable.
C'mon, team! Back into training."
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About I million hunters combed
woods and countryside on opening
day.

T-a Macintosh today-you may
Now that a new school yea:is under
way. we have an idea that'll make both
you and your parents feel a bit more
confident come finals time: .
Geta Macintosh'computer to help
with your homework.
Then you'll neverlave to spend
another all - nighter,,ret)ping.a paper
just to purge a fewlypos and dangling
modifiers.You'll be able to crank Out

assignments that !:xiasthough f;:u
bribed afriend in an .s(Vx A. And with
an amazing new program called
HyperC.ard*— which tust happens
to come packaged with every
Macintosh -you can easily store. ( wganize,and cross-reference research
notes to your heaits content...
And ifthat isrit enough reason
j.
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•Hayes
tcoutinued from page li
Also at the top of Hayes's policy list
is the environment.
"All evidence I have seen in the environment indicates we have serious
environmental problems we need to
address," said Hayes.
Being a female in Congress, Snowe
has had the opportunity to help
women, Hayes said. But with her support of the Reagan administration,
Snowc has hurt women, not helped, he
said.
Hayes is expecting the finalization
Students wished hp Um ter beers to register at some schools where new computerized systems created problems.
of his endorsement from the National
Organization of Women in the next
month.
Hayes has received endorsements
pushing
and
shoving
from
other political action commitmatches.
No
ar"It was easy to figure out." said
(CPS)— New computer and telephone
were
rests
made.
tees,
including
Neighbor to Neighbor,
help
Chan.
designed
to
Steven
Arizona
systems
—
registration
Trying to save the day. CU ada group for peace in Central America,
Colorado students didn't think so.
students get classes more easily and
ministrators rushed volunteers into the
and he anticipates the endorsements of
"I'm numb," said student Shannon
eliminate long lines — have turned into
crowd
to
explain
a
last-minute
altersome
environmental groups.
recent
who
waited
more
than
six
campuses
in
Aubin,
some
St.
nightmares at
native they concocted. Volunteer Evan There will be two televised debates
weeks.
hors to add courses. "I have no emoCantor recalled explaining it to one •between the candidates within the next
tion right now. And no classes. And
The worst foulups occurred_ at the •
woman
who replied, "So basically the- kavrnonths. Shown statewide, the
where
school starts tomottegr...University of Colorado,
time we've spent in line isn't going to
debates will not be shown live due to
The university's system simplji
thousands of students were forced to
matter in the end?"
Snowe's refusal to have no more than
couldn't accommodate the high volume
wait in..huge lines — some eight people
- Cantor answered:- 'two previously taped Ack.tes.
of traffic on add/drop day. Problems — "Probably niat„"
wide by almost a mile long — to resister
"but
Elvis
is
watching
and he
• Hayes has had only one press Coo
'
,
program
forced
with
the
computer's
for fall term.
you're here. So have faith."
ference throughout his election, but he
more students to drop or add classes by
In North Carolina, students at ApCampuses nationwide, however, are
anticipates having a few more before
telephone found CU's phone lines
palachian State University waited in
committed
to
the
new
telephone
-election
day.
jammed.
hopelessly
drop
to
hours
to
three
long lines for up
registration systems.
Although Hayes's campaign is
"It's a combination of things." CU
or add classes they wanted.
The day CU's system broke down and
underfunded, a lot of his funds are
spokeswoman Pauline Coker explained.
Drop/add lines at the University of
paralyzed
the
academic
lives
of
20,000
coming
from individual citizens and
shorter
install
a
new
try
to
"Any time howTennessee were reported to be
students, the University of Texas at El
the Maine Democratic Party.
system there will be bugs and glitches
than in past years, while the University
Paso announced it would start a pilot
"We have a pretty viable campaign
that have to be worked out."
of Arizona's phone registration was
telephone
system
next
spring.
and
we're still in the running," said
Although most students endured the
deemed a success, although some classes
"This,"
said
UTEP
Registrar
Hayes
with a smile.
Bar:
glitches
in
police
report
of
stoically,
campus
because
long
lines
overcrowded
were
bara Balz," is going to make it .so
several frustrated students engaged in
the system.
much easier on everyone.
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to look at a Macintosh to;here's
another
Right now.ycx_i have three chances
to win one 4:Sony's Discman- CD
players including the exciting Sony
Pocket Disc-man, which also plays the
new 3-inch CDs.And even if you miss
out on the CD player, you may still win
one of 15 Mpl,c Tshir_ts_. Ns/strings_
attached --just till outaregiration
_

form at the location
listed,below. .
So come in arid get your
hands on a Macintosh.
if not for yourself, do it for
your folks.

The power to be your besc

Enter: September 12th-Septenter.30th

Microcomputer Resource Center
11 Shibles Hall
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Republicans.
Libya funds colleges
•

Alf YOU INTERESTED IN LEARNING ABOUT GASSERS ° 'College
0
T=
M CONTACTS VffTN PIOFESSIONALS? se. 0
levestleate the....

MAINE MENTOR PROGRAM

0
0

The program is designed to help students learn about
careers through personal contact with over 700 alumni
professionals who are working in those fields. The
Career Center staff will assist interested students in
prepaPing questions for their alumni-mentor contacts
13 major career areas are represented:

Agriculture
Business
Communications
Engineering
Education
Forestry

O

0
0
—o What do students and

CPS — For at least the second year
in a row, the College Republicans National Committee has sent out a wildly
d
aloar
no
mrs
is.t fundraising letter to potential

0
0
0
0

0

Government
Health
0
Human Serveces
0
Law4
Public Administration
0
Science & Math
*
Social Work
O
•

mentors *ho have participated n

O the program say?

O
-401
0_4

Students
'This was a great experience for me. She gave me a tour
of the whole television station and was very willing to
talk about her experience as will as how she got started
in the field. The Maine Mentor Program is excellent.'
'The meeting was extremely helpfult got all my questions 0
answered regarding my career and much more. I have nothing*
0
but praise for your program.'

0

•

Mentors
0
1
4.'/ think

it's high time UMaine developed a strong
• alumni-networking system. The mutual funds/financial
- aelViatt iridusiry offers great career opportunities for
4^ whatevercan.
college grads and I'd be pleacoti to'

•
•
0—

O
4/1

For example, the letter claims Libyan
leader Moammar Qaddafi has given
U.S. campus groups $300,000 to "turn
innocent young students away from
their parents" and to "turn America
back into the seething cauldron of
disrespect and violence of the late sixties."
Concerned citizens, the letter continues, can counter Libyan-sponsored
campus unrest by donating money to the
College Republicans.
The letter, almost word-for-word the
same plea for donations the group mailed to potential donors last year, raises
new questions about the national cornmittee's fundraising ethics and political
against campus critics_ of President
Reagan
"This," said an angry Angela Sanbrano of C1SPES (Committee in
Solidarity with the People of El
Salvador), which the letter asserts has
ties to terrorists. "is outrageous."
The College Republicans' et!arypos
were built on "recent" reports_by a
small network of conservative students,
many of them College Repubican
members, who, drawing their own conclusions from newspaper stories and
conservative magazines, write papers accusing others of disloyalty.
They then send the papers to the
Federal Bureau of Investigation which,
it was revealed in January, 1988, used
them as the reason for investigating
groups that were critical of Reagan administration policies.
Federal legislators and newspapers
around the country roundly criticized
the FBI's investigations of Reagan
critics as improper when the scheme
by
tir.r.sarrvo.te
clime tn
the Center for Constitutional Rights, a
New York -public intent" group.

In hearings, FBI officials testified
their four-year investigation of the
groups never did uncover any
wrongdoing.
But College Republicans spokesman
Greg Rotham disregards the FBI's inability to verify his group's allegations.
"The information is still true," he
maintained. "It hasn't changed. In fact,
the situation there (in Central America)
has gotten worse."
The only difference between the 1987
and 1988 fundraising letters: Friends of
the Democratic Center in Central
America, better known as PRODEMCA,is not listed as a recipient of Libyan
aid in the 1988 version. PRODMECA,
like the College Republicans, supports
U.S. aid to the Nicaraguan rebels attempting to overthrow that nation's lef.
list Sandinista government.
Both letters cite a "classified report"
of how the Nicaraguan rebels, known as
:_contras, are sickly, ill-equippeCand
demoralized. If the contras are not supported, the letters say, communism will
spread to the United States.
Both letters claim knit groups such
as Witness for Peace and CISPES wish
away
.to• "turn innocent young students
from their parents and grandparents"
-And disrupt American campuses to promote communism.
C1SPES's Sanbrano called the letter
"a way of trying to delegitirnize the
work that comes from real concern
-about U.S. policy in Central America.
These are false accusations. There's no
proof. The FBI used an incredible
amount of resources to prove these same
charges, but they found no evidence "
"Our financial records are available
upon request,"said Witness for Peace
spokesman Joe Regotti, noting the Intern41 Revenue Service would have
found improper foreign payments to it
years ago.
"The HIS is a lot more experienced
in these matters than the College
Republicans."
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Dukakis unveils
loan payment-plan
.c.C_P$) — Democratic presidential
nominee Michael Dukakis unveiled a
plan Sept. 7 to let students repay their
college loans at a rate that depends on
how much they earn after they graduate.
The idea, which in fact has been tried
at a number of campuses, immediately
drew mixed reviews.
Bruce Carnes, deputy undersecretary
at the U.S. Dept. of Education, said it
would "soak" students who got well
paying jobs after graduation.
He predicted students training to take
higher-salaried jobs would refuse to join
the program, forcing the federal
governement to kick in dollars to cover
the loan costs of lower-paid students
who would never repay all that they
owed.
Dukakis aide Thomas Herman, of
course, was more enthusiastic.
"This is• not only feasible, it is
desirable." he said. "It will allow
everyone who is qualified and wants to
go to college to go to cottege."
"It is a substantive proposal, one that
should be discussed," opined Bob
Aaron of the National Association of
State Universities and Land-Grant
Colleges.
"We're extremely pleased that one of
the presidential dindidates has come
forth with a new and imaginative prograin for college loans for people from
all walks of life," Richard Rosser,
preiidecit of tic National Association ot
Independent Colleges and Universities.
Janet Lieberman of the U.S. Student
Association, which represents campus
student governments in Washington,
D.C., said, "It's a very creative piograrn
to help middle-class families, but it
doesn't really address the needs of lowincome people."
"What low-income people need is
grant money," said Dave Merkowitz
of the American Council on Education.
"They're the least likely to take out
loans. Bith presidential candidates need
to develop plans to address the needs of
theeneediest."
'The Dukakis' robin would allow -trgy
student, regardless of family income,to
get a federally guaranteed student loan,
revay it through mandatory payroll
deductions during the student's working
years for as long as they work, or "buy
out" of the program at any time by paying a lump sum.

, Also Locateb IN ME

1

As a result, graduates who find jobs
with high salaries could pay more than
the interest and principal on their loans,
while low-income students may never
pay back all they borrowed.
"The problem with (Dukakis's)
plan...is it depends upon people who are
likely to make reasonable incomes being willing to ;get soaked," Carries-=-contended.
Rosser believed the federal government will have to subsidize the program
to keep it viable, something Dukakis
says won't be necessary, but in the lone
run would deal "with the student loan
default question in a very effective
way," thus saving taxpayers millions
of dollars.
Because the government would take
its payment directly out of grads'
paychecks, the default rate, at least
theoretically, would be minimal.
"It's nice that under this plan you can
graduate and go into a low-income paying job like teaching an nursing and not
worry about paying off your loans,"
said Lieberman. "We appreciate the
creativity."
Yale University had a similiar loan
program for 3,600 students from 1972
to 1978, in which students could borrow
a portion of their tuition from the
school and begin repaying it after
graduation at a rate of four-tenths of
one percent. or S4 per year, for each
$1,000 borrowed.
Dukakis's plan, by contrast, would
have students repay their loans at a rate
of $8 per yew for every $1.000
borrowed.
"We still think it's a plausible
idea," said Yale's Donald Routh,
director of financial aid.
Routh said Yale dropped the idea
because it required massive amounts of
capital to maintain it. Administrators-figured it would take 17 years before
payments would reduce the outstanding
balance owed to the university.
Yet tears that students anticipating a
high income would not participate in
such a prod/ram rtoved not he true;
Routh added.
Carnes's own U.S. Dept. of Education also has promoted an "income contingent loan" program, now being
tested at 10 campuses
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Reorganization to be done by July
by kirsten E. Schulze
Staff Writer
A plan to reorganize the University of
Maine's seven colleges which met with
faculty opposition last semester is currently being phased in under the scrutiny
of the board of trustees and should be
in place by July.
The reorganization proposal was
passed unanimously and unconditionally by the UMaine System board of
trustees at its May meeting. But
according to Kent Price, assistant to the

chancellor, individual trustees voiced
several concerns during that meeting.
The trustees' concerns centered on
establishing an elected body that would
set degree requirements within the College of Arts and Sciences — divided into three smaller colleges under the plan
the cost of the reorganization, and
the treatment of undecided majors in the
divided college.
In response to trustees' concerns, the
three newly-formed colleges within the
divided College Arts and Sciences will
elect members to the Assembly of the
Faculty of Arts and Sciences, which was

2 Stores Under One Roof

THE MAINE„,
COAT TOWN

-

a discount store

harinen and women

DAVID SKLAR

'1
establishedestablished itild the requirements ot true
bachelor of arts degree.
Undecided majors also will see a
change under the reorganization.
"Undecided majors will be put into
a new category which will give them a
new flexibility — not just being in Arts
and Sciences," said UMaine President
Dale Lick. -.Until July, when a nev. central office
will funnel undecided majors' into
specific programs, those students will be
handled in the same way as they have
been previously — they will take arts
and science classes until they decide on
a major, said Barbara Barton, a member
of the reorganization committee.
Lick said undecided majors changing
from the old system to the new system
will have the option of continuing under
the guidelines of either one.
The issue of undecided majors, a major concern, is not the only one that is
being worked on by Academic Affairs
Vice President _John Hitt, representatives of each college, and acting dean
of Arts and Sciences Julia Watkins.
"The). arc working on curricular, personnel and budget issues." Lick said.
According to Hitt. du)_cost_.ter. the

Council

—OfWien Menswear-Big -and Tall
OPEN SUNDAY 12-5
Open Daily 9:30-6 Fri. 111 8
EXIT 49 MAINE SQUARE
HOGAN RD. BANGOR
wan
Dave Sklar, owner Uofhl 63

Tuesday Night Special

Pasta
Till
Bustal

whole reorganization is an estimated
$75,399, which includes the salaries of
new deans.
But this estimate could increase up to
$I0000, which is more than the cost
of Ifie- old system, Lick said.
"Hopefully we can salvage money
from other sources where we won't hurt
anyone," he said.
The money to finance this reorganization, Lick. said, will be generated from
internal university sources, including
combining several old positions into one
new one.
"About 13 to 14 positions will come
from (Arts and Sciences) Dean
Gemignani's old office," he said.
"Most new positions will be created
from old positions."
Assistant Chancellor Price said the
costs of the reorganization will be
monitored to satisfy the(chic('as of the
board of trustees.

_ The monitoring will _probably_pcce
through periodic reports to the board;
Price said.
"The reorganization should be reevaluated one year after its implementation..". he said
-

(continued from page 1)

"Some of us think it's good that it still accepting students dunng add-drop
went to athletics and some of us don't. week. These students sometimes come
But that's up to the president's discre- from the military schools which start in
tion," Hitt said.
August and they then decide they are not
Not to implement the wishes of the in the right school. Henckler said.
donor would make other donations less
This year's standards for recruitment
likely, Hitt said.
have declined over previous years' by an
In other business, the Council of Colleges looked at this year's enrollment of as erage of 20 pothts in the Scholastic
Aptitude Test scores, lowering the score
12,124 in compansion to last year's
from 985 to 965 for the four-year pro11,561 students.
"These figures will go down when graW11. Henckler said.
"The reason for this decline lies in a
iheKe roY)1,•le wtr haven't paainsit he
leaving," said Joyce Henck ler, combination of facti5is,'• Henckler said.
associate director for enrollment "You have a certain number of offers
and have to guess at who will attend and
management.
One of the reasons for the increase in we had more people on the lower side
students was the fact that UMaine was attend than on the higher side."
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Student seating increased
by Steven Pappas
Staff Writer
The Maine Center for the Arts received an increase in student life fee money
this year, resulting in longer lines at the
box office, and more seats for students,
said Joel Katz, director of the arts
center.
"We have increased the number of
seats available from 320 to 480 for
students who paid the comprehensive
fee," Katz said. "We have had incredible lines for the distribution of tickets
just in the first week."
"We have 30 programs with onethird of the house seats reserved for (feepaying) students," Katz said.
In the first week of sales, a large
percentage of tickets had already been
sold to shows very popular with college
students like comedians and musicals,

*Textbook
Cole said that example is an unusual
one because the publisher of Jacob's
book charged the university the retail
pnce instead of a wholesale one.
"That's a rather odd-ball company," she said. "We usually get
some sort of discount," Cole added,
"We have to mark the books up to pay
freight charges and because we are an
auxilary service, we have to cover expenses and pay employees."
Teari Cayford, a senior education
major, said she couldn't understand the
reasoning behind the low payments
made to students selling their used
books back at the end of the semester.
Cole said prices set for used books are
set by a national wholesale operation
and that the university has nothing to do
with it
tc
•c
.
r'te•e.-AtC
•

while symphony and other programs
still slack. behind, according to Katz's
report.
Last year, attendance for the student
life fee seating was 76 percent. More
than 3,500 of the 4,100 seats available
were filled during arts center sponsored
programs.
Katz said the arts center's budget was
unchanged in fiscal year 1989, but student life fee money increased $31,500,
replacing ticket revenues lost in providing each student with two free shows
per semester.
But with the good news there is the
bad, Katz said: The ticket office has
been much busier this year.
Sales personnel at the arts center have
noticed a "surprising increase in
students buying tickets this year."
The center has installed a Vali-Dine
system-to "speed things along" for this

year, Katz said. Students wishing to purchase tickets, previously on their arts
card, may now receive tickets with a
valid student ID, he said.
The Vali-Dine system was installed by
Residential Life to "cut the lines and
reduce chances for fraud," according
to an arts center official.
Previously, arts card recipients were
trading cards with other students, or
passes were being distributed illegally.
The number of ticket sales for Friday
night's Laser Show had almost sold out,
while tickets for Evita, one of two major productions this year, had sold more
than 800 of 1,440 tickets for the three
performances, according to the first
week report.
Previously, Katz received $45,000 in
student life fee money. This year his
allocations exceed $76,000.
"The comprehensive fee money goes
••••••••••OOOOO•••OOOOO••••••

The arts center's budget is separated
into two areas: educational and general
money — funds appropriated by the
Maine State Legislature and used for
salaries; and student life fee money —
used for programming and student
activities.
The E&G budget for the arts center
during fiscal year 1987 was $235,500,
with little changed this year.
Last year, arts center officials noticed after only a few months that their
financial resources were not going to be
tit°utai.
the eries of it's: spring
semestm Kits and his staff asked the
-id hoc committee for the student life fee
for additional money.

PHOTOGRAPHERS!

(continued from page I

According Charles Rauch, financial
• manager at LIMaine, said of the $16,000
a requested by the arts center, only $6,000
•
was received. Katz confirmed the
a
• amount.

•
•
•
•
•
•

"We buy the books back at half the
current retail price," Cole said, "and
if we know we will be needing a book
for the following semester, we try to buy
back as many used books as possible so
that the students needing the books next
semester can buy used ones."
Cole also said a common misconception is held by many students with
regards to the buying back of books at
the beginning of a semester.
"Students think we are buying back
their books at low prices and then turning around and putting them on the
shelves,'' Cole said. "By this time the
book ordets have all been filled and we
arc maely iniying for the wholesaler.
Welteactually performing a service
for the students."

nit€Tx.wie.onte

into one account and my E&G money
goes into a separate account," Katz
said.

41.3,

Get
:
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on a daily:
s
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"With the loss of money from the two
tickets we have to compensate for it in
other areas," said Katz, "We have to
charge higher prices, but we still mainOrganizational Meetings tain generous discounts for all
Tuesday, Sept. 20
•• students."
•
John O'Dea. vice president of student
6 p.m. Lord Hall
•
•
government,
said there is no doubt the
•
Reading Room.
• center has benefited from the student
•
• Life fee money, but he questions the efIt we
ill b sort.
h
•
•
of diverse programming.
• fectiveness
Please bring examples •
"I don't think they could do much
•
•
better." said O'Dea, "but I do have
of your work.
a
e- :------olo
(see SLATS page 10)
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WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
Visit Our Two Locations in the Area:
Stillwater in Orono
Route 2 in Old Town

•

The Union Board

SPECIALS THIS MONTH
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WANTED:
Busch
12 Packs: $4.99

CREATIVE, ENERGETIC, HARD-WORKING

Coke, IX Coke
Tab, Sprite
16 ^z.: $49

I1 PEOPLEI:ZOMMI TIED 11.1 FUN.
I

I

Pepsi
Dt Pepsi
Mountain Dew
2 Liter Bottles.
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Planters Snacks:
5 for $1.00

s

TUB OFFICE, 3rd -FLOOR, MEMORIAL UNION
P.S. OLD MEMBERS WHERE ARE YOU?
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Still of night

1

the midst of the onslaught of information
and junk mail that has swamped student mailboxes
during the first weeks of this semester were pamphlets about rape — informing new students and
reminding returning ones how rape happens, who's
likely to do it, how to avoid it, and what actions to
take in
the event that it should occur.
Unfortunately, this important information, which
is printed on a very small pamphlet to begin with, is
buried under so much mail that it's never seen. Much
like most of this campus at night.
A walk around the University of Maine campus
after dark is a spooky one, as inadequate lighting
provides many "black holes" large enough to conceal
a bus, let alone a person.
Entrances to many buildings are not properly lit,
or not lit at all. A good example of this is Boardman
Hall, which, as of last week, had no exterior lighting
on the side facing the Memorial Gym, and only one
working light in the parking lot to its rear.
But the problem isn't just burnt-out bulbs in a few
doorways, the streetlight system on oimpus needs intp.c.'icmci.i, iou.
While barely adequate during the winter when the
trees are bare, leaves render the system almost nonexistent. Shadows from the trees swallow large
,
chunks of ground between the library and the dorms
of South Campus.
Granted, this problem is only prevalent for
weeks during the year (unless summer session counts), but it only takes a few minutes for someone
to be attacked. or raped.
This doesn't mean that the trees should be cut
down, simply add more lights.
The university seems to be following a well-trodden
path of spending a great deal of energy informing
people of the problem but very little energy trying to
alleviate it.
It's like telling your children not to go near the.
edge...of the cliff in the beck yard, Intijkot bOthering
to build a fencv.

,

S

Guest Column
by John Hughes

The campaign has seesawed
so unpredictably that it hasn't
been difficult to be both right
-and wrong within tlatmace of
a couple of days.

kaassit City Editor
• .-Jelo Holyoke, Sports Editor
-Ifeeka W9cim Features Editor

0

a biting column. George iw ill
described him as a lap dog.
Some doubted his zeal and
commitment to the race for the
presidency.

This has been a bad presidential campaign for columnists,
because most of us have been
wrong in our estimates and
calculations about half of the
time.

the

But since
Republica;
convention, the-hip-ft Imp

Thus Bush's image has been
transformed from one of genial
indecisiveness to a thrusting will
to lead, while Dukakis has
moved from a confident "Cool
Duke" image to that of a man
heading a campaign beset by
uncertainty and confusion.
Television has long become
central to imagerrutking and
changing in American politics.
But the men who write the daily television scripts for their
candidates — and who hope the
networks will follow them —
_are crucial.

become, if not a Doberman
George Bush took a beating
pinscher. at least an assertive
in some of the early primaries
German shepherd. The
The improsement in Bush's
and was prematurely written
Democratic taunt: "Where_was
of:. But then he bounced back,
George?" is fading a bit, —image is in large part due to the
political experience and
sweeping his rivals for the
because now George is
sophistica
tion of the man who
Republican nomination into
everywhere, barking in Boston
runs his campaign. James
oblivion._ Then MichaeL Harbor at the Dukakis enDukakis, viho in the campaign
vironmental record, sniffing -Baker. As a key White House
aide through much of the
for his party's nomination had .- out alleged instances of HarReagan administration. Mr.
een one of the --seven-7- --yard liberalitin, and snarling at
Baker, along with another
dwarfs,"came roaring across
the consequences of Dukakis's
former
aide, Michael Deaver,
the presidential ring, and at the
prisonfurlough program.
was responsible for conDemocratic convention in
solidating Mr. Reagan's
Atlanta drove Mr. Bush onto
By contrast, Dukakis was
favorable image on TV. Now
the ropes. Dukakis left Atlanearlier battling a public image
Baker is doing it for Bush,
ta with a strong lead in the
of aloof and unamused intellecchoosing
the settings, writing
polls.
tualism; rather like a very inthe headline they would 'dealts
telligent
but highly controlled
But then Bush bounced back,
like to see on that esening's
wire-haired terrier. He seemed
came out swinging at the
newscasts, and communicating
reluctant to mix with the
Republicans' convention in
it dearly
crowds,
unable to e...—
oari ft um
New OtkPn5,lad r,vet with in
an inflexible game plan. When
albatross named Dan Quayle
Bush started darting in on the
In response, Dukakis has
around his neck, has been givoffensive, Dukakis would bark
brought back to his campaign
ing Mr. Dukakis a kind of daibravely back. But in doing so
John Sasso. who was dropped
ly lesson in political pugilism.
he has seemed to become defen
. last year for his oserenParticularly fascinating is the
sive and even indecisive, beginthusiastic unmasking of
transformation in image the
ning to give mixed signals on
plagiarism on the part of Sen.
two
candidates
have
such issues as defense and the
Joseph
Biden, a rival
undergone.
Strategic Defense Initiative.
Democratic contender for the
Bush was earlier battling a
The intelligent terrier has seempresidential nomination.
public image of indecisiveness,
ed more (with apologies to all
Will image triumph over
hovering anonymously in the
poodle owners) like a bright, policy? Dare we hope for a
shadow of Ronald Reagan. In
but unfocused poodle.
blend of both? Stay tuned.
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Response
Have a gripe? Let other people
know what's on your mind.
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Send a letter to
the Daily Maine Campus.
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The Daily Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and commentaries from
members of the university community. Letters should be i00 words or less, and commentaries about 450 words. In order to
verify the validity of letters, we must have
namc, address, and telephone number.
Although the newspaper welcomes
anonymous letters, it will not print them
unless a special arrangement for withholding
the name has been made with the editor.
The Maine Campus reserves the right to
edit letters and commentaries for length,
taste, and libel.
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Bush has opportunity to gain black voters
Washington — George Bush has a rare opportunity among black voters to make important gains
in the 1988 electidn.
Experts say Vice President Bush could
siviificantly boost his support among blacks above
the tctal won by Ronald Reagan in 1984.
Milton Morris, research director for the Joint
Center for Political Studies, says Bush could capture as much as I S or 16 percent of the black vote.
In 1984, Reagan won only 9 percent.
While 16 percent might still seem a paltry
number, "it spells trouble for the Democratic Par_ ty," Moths says.
The extra 6 or 7 percent comes right out of the
Dukakis column and could be decisive for Bush in
„states where black voting is large, such as Illinois.
Horace Busby, publisher of "The Busby
Papers," says Bush's black vote could go even
higher than 16 percent unless Gov. Dukakis improves his performance quickly.
Several factors appear to be working in Bush's
favor
_
Perhaps most important, there is growing concern among some black voters that Dukakis is not
attuned to their issues:
During the primary season, Dukakis seldom cornriaigned in bLack WIWI(iiiiiiie3 — virtually conceding
those voters to Jesse Jackson.
Four years earlier, Walter Mondale fought the
Rev. Jackson for every black vote, and won
widespread admiration among blacks.
There is also lingering concern about the
Dukakis-Jackson relationship, despite Jackson's
pleAte as recently as yesterday to work for the
Democratic ticket.

Jackson supporters are unhappy with 1.1
..ukakis's
failure to incorporate more of the minister's aides
into the fall campaign, particularly at Dukakis's
Boston campaign headquerters.
Bcyon- those immediate concerns, long-term
trends favor more blacks voting Republican.
Polls by Gallup as well as the Joint Center have
detected a significant decline in the number of
blacks who consider themselves to be "strong"
Democrats - 55 percent in 1984, only 41 percent
in 1987.

Guest Column
by John Dillon
Growing numbers of blacks(now 31 percent)call
themselves "weak" Democrats, a category that ea
open tr• ;?..:ft•-='!:i•br.
by the GOP.
Morris says these figures become even more interesting upon closer analysis.
While 41 ,
1,- cec-ent call- themselVis strong
Democrats, the number of younger black voter in
the "strong" category has slid to only 27 percent.
Only 8 percent of blacks call themselves
Republicans, but among younger blacks, the
number is 17 percent.
The two-party system could become a reality
arn^g blacks, Morris says.
••Someshirigi will give," he says. "Not all at
once, but there will almost certainly be a redistrihii-

tion of blacks between the parties.
"We are already seeing some demographic
shift."
If Bush wins this election, his White House
"might be the gateway to a significant realignment," Morris suggests. "There are some
(blacks) who believe Bush is a vast improvement"
over President Reagan, and that he will make the
GOP "more hospitable" to blacks.
Busby, a former adviser to President Lyndon
Johnson, says he is "disturbed by Dukakis's treatment of blacks."
Dukakis needs to be particularly sensitive to black
concerns because of Boston's racial problems.
Busby says: "Boston has a reputation among
blacks, especially young, upwardly mobile blacks,
as the most bigoted city in America."
Busby worries that there is "an intolerance, an
animus," implanted in much of Boston's culture
that particularly gets reriectcd in its nthletc terizyte.
Biacks in Washington, D.C., stay away from
games when the Boston Celtics are in town, says
Busby.
.
And blacks remember that the Boston Red Sox
were the last big league team to bring on black
players.
Busby suggests the worst thing that could happen for Dukakis would be a Red Sox victory in the
World Series, which could escalate racial tensions
in Massachusetts.
In light of this, Busby says Dukakis must be more
&Wellrine of black COriCtliki. That's why the governor's failure to call Jackson when he was not picked as viee presidm was such a blunder, Busby says.

_
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The network of sororities at the
University of Maine offers support,
friendship and a whole lot of fun, according to some of the university's
sorority population.
"The best word I can use to describe
a sorority is 'network'," said Michelle
Conner, a member of the Panhellenic
Council, the governing board of social
sororities on campus. "It's a network
for finding people to study with, for finding people to talk to. and for finding
people to support you."
—AA-the sororities officially-kicked off---L-7--their rush week activities Sunday with
a Mixer at the Damn Yankee, Council
President Lisa Bailey said worneo.
only benefit from peek life — especially from the lifelong friendships that the
members develop. ,
"You hive 30 to-40 instant friends
that you can count on," Bailey said.
Sunday's gat henng was an opportuni—ruh in intyI6 give the SO sorority hope
itial introduction into greek life and
prepare them for the week of activities
ahead, Bailey said.
Delta Zeta member Deb Warren
agrees that UMaine women can benefit
from the support system that sorority
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"It's a/real way to meet people and
make new friends," Warren said. "It
gives you a support system when you
really need It."
Rebecca Bruce, also of Dettl-Zeta,
added, "I joined to meet more people.
It's just a lot of fun."
Conner said rush activities continued
Monday with an open house at Boardman Hall where the hopefuls will be able
to meet with representatives of each of
the eight social sorority chapters.
Each sorority will then host comeback parties on Tuesday and Thursday
in their respective chapter rooms, Conner said.
The activities will conclude Friday
when the students will be informed of
which sorority they have been accepted
into.
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to question the relevancy of the programming that the (student life fee)
money is buying."
Of the 30 programs
ored by the
arts center with reserved scats, almost
one-fourth is dance, classical concerts,
and symphony performances.
"Students only get free tickets to the
arts center-sponsored programs, and I
can't imazine too many people who
would -seam to jo to thc; baiiet or tne orchestras." O'Dea said.
First week sales of "classical programming" were the lowest of all sales,
according to sales reports.
But there are problems interesting
students who have not been exposed to
the cultural arts, Katz said.
"There is a lack of interest and a lack
of exposure of entertainment on all campuses," Katz said. "But with the
diversity it forces pen* to look at the
art center more seriously."
01.-vralti'mc-saga.046tc..gasofitift-a*
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Sports
une frien-dsh10 continues
Brennan, Brule:
together since
childhood
bKim Thibeau
Sports Writer
When speaking of University of
Maine soccer players Todd Brennan and
Robbie Brule, the old saying "friends
that play together. stay together" comes
to mind.
Juniors Brennan and Bruk, natives of
Waterford, CT, have been playing soccer since they were 10 years old at Great
Neck Elementary School in Waterford.
They continued in the town leagues and
went on to play at Waterford High
School for coach Michael Jackson,
,where they both were . captains their
senior year in 1985.
Brule was a first team All-State forward in 1984 and 19Rs Brennan *as
chosen honorable mention All-State
goalkeeper in 1984 and 1985.
When time came to chose a college
after the 1985 season, the friends almost
parted ways. For Brule, the decision to
come to Maine came easier.
"The program was really begining to
build and I saw the chance here (at
Maine) to play Division I soccer. I also
got,along well with coach (Jim) Dyer
and the rest of the players when I was
visiting the school," Brule said.
For Brennan, the choices were slightly irsOft difficult, but in the end he chose
to come Maine.
"My choices came down to the
University of Vermont and Maine.
When I came to visit Maine, coach Dyer
and the other players were great. Plus,
I felt if I worked hard enough, I could
step in after (former UMaine
goal:cc-fix-) Jeff Spring lett." Brennan said.
Brennan stepped in after only logging
1:30 minutes of playing time his
freshman year and recorded seven
shutouts for the Black Bears last season,.
tying the school record held by Jeff
Spring. He had 94 saves and a 1.10
goals against average.
Brule has also had success at Maine
scoring two goals and two assists in his
first two years.
Brennan and Brule both admit they
know each other very well and at practice it can difficult to play against each
other.
"A: practice, I usually shoot against
!odd and it's hard because he knows me
so well he can read exactly what I'm going to do next andl know him very well
also and know where to try and shoot
the ball on him," Brule said.
_
Though they play on the opposite
ends of the field during the regutir
season, Brennan and Brute had the opportunity to play together at forward on
Waterford's summer league team.
Bode assisted Brennan on two goals
during ther.suer.;c:a.;on.
Both are very happy that they came
to Maine and to play for coach Dyer,
despite the team's slow start(The soccer
team is now 0-4.) this season.

odd Brennan

Got the time, coach?
How could anyone given any
authority be so stupid?
Ken Adams, coach of the Olympic
boxing team, must be suffering from
some svo-re psychological trauma or
something that drastically impaired
his judgment (if there is anything to
impair).
Just imagine when you graduate
and instead of getting a diploma you
are told that all your records were lost
and you had to repeat everything.
because of a mistake committed by
someone else.
This may be a lame correlation but
think how A ..ierican boxer Anthony
Hembrick feels after losing to Korean
Jong-Ho Ha because Adams didn't
get his athlete to to the boxing arena
on time
Adams was quoted as saying there
was a problem with transportation
and scheduling.
If that is the case than he is
definitely the one who deserves every
bit of blame anyone in the -world
could give to him.
The situation was that Hcmbrick's
name was 11th on the list of the matches for the day. Idiot Adams

Joe Grant
thought his ma.. fought at 1 p.m.
(local time) on Sunday but he must
not have known that there were two
Now for Hembrick. I can feel absolutely nothing but pity for the man.
He has not only busted his butt but
I'm sure he has gotten it beaten on
a few times to reach the point to contend for an Olympic medal.
So in al! lo-tiiality Hen:brick had
the fifth fight on Ring B but no starting time was given and Adams
ASSUMED he knew what he was doing and did do a bang-up job of proving himself wrong
Just like getting the diploma snatched out of your hands on graduation day.
The same scenario happened in
1972 at the Munich games when
American sprinters Eddie Hart and
Rey Robinson. The two were late for
their 100-meter races and were
disqualified.

The officials in Seoul quickly
covered their tracks on the next boxing schedule by making it very explicit when and where all the athletes
are supposed to compete.
That is no excuse for Adams,
though. If he had even a sliver of
doubt in his mind (or a sliver of mind
in his doubt), he would have found
out, without a doubt, exactly what
was going on.
He may not have been able to
showcase any Of his talents but my
hat is still off to Anthony Hembrick.
Another note: Thank you Janet
Evans for your gold medal in the 400meter individual medley.
The commentators said she looked nervous before the race but as
soon as she hit the water BANG,she
sailed through the butterfly and —
breaststroke legs and established an
insurmountable . lead in the
backstroke, where she said she knew
she had the gold.
Only 16 years old and being able
to say you're the best in the world,
amazing
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Louganis in first despite injury
SEOUL,South'Korea(AP)—Call him pete...-Without difficulty.,"
irresponsible. Call him a perfectionist.
Believe it. Loganis did it once already.
Call him reckless if you must.
He was in first after eight rounds in
But first, somebody call Greg Monday night's preliminaries when he
Louganis an ambulance.
struck disaster—horizontal, no less.
That sentiment, at least one hopes, Heroically, perhaps even reflexively, he
followed the shock wave Monday night tried to finish the dive vertical, strugglthat rippled through the Chamshil In- ing to get his hands to break the plane
door Swimming Pool in Seoul as of the water before his head.
Louganis, arguably the finest diver ever,
The judges gave Louganis 6.3. He
thunked the back of his head on the tumbled to fourth.
3-meter springboard laying out of a
"It had to be a very unsettling exreverse 2 1/2-somersault.
perience. I mean, the one thing that you
So how is he?
don't want to do in competitive diving
"Greg suffered a scalp laceration," is hit the board. Particularly with your
Dr. James Puffer, head physician for head," said Vince Panzano, one of
the U.S. Olympic team said.
the team's two coaches.
"After making sure . he was
"He's never done it before, to my
neurologically intact and had not suf- knowledge. Not even in practice. ,,,.You
fered a concussion, 1 temporarily should
sutured me noxration so ne conic comay rrotttit
oukl
bj
eartriv
21
/
2 hten
o you ac
plete his final two dives."
On that particular dive. Greg always
Five stitches. Yeah, but how is he seems to be closer to the board than he
really?
should be."
,How is be going to be Tuesday, defending the first of his two gold medals
"There's no particular reason for
from Los Angeles?
_it.,.!1'__Pangontiildded. "Judges don't
"Refiii-VefigOod Condition. I fully -giVe-ltigheriCOres because a diver is
anticipate hell be able to coal- closer to the board."

Louganis returned a half-hour later,
his black hair slicked backteven the
splash of gray at his temples)and grinn-

a difficult and withdrawn dyslexic Only
a few years later.

By the time he reached junior high
ed irrepressibly at those same judges
school-his problem still undiagnosed-he
through a short delay.
was struggling mightily .inside the
The ovation was thunderous. "You.
and outside it, taking solace
classroom
got it Lugo," someone screamed.
sips before lunch from a
and
in drugs
Louganis proceeded to rip a reverse
hidden in his locker.
liquor
of
bottle
1 1/2-somersault with 3','2 twists. The
But there was always the pool and its
judges responded with 87.12-the highest
diving board, the place where he could
score awarded in the competition.
His entry in to the water was near- slip those troublesome bonds, the place
perfect and wnisper-quiet, something Louganis still refers to as "my santhat must ,have becit a source of great tuary." - •
And it was there that he came, under
joy at the moment, something that must
be a source of great strength whenever the tutelege of Dr. Sammy Lee, a twoLouganis remembers how he came into time Olympic diving gold medalist and
native-born Korean who rccognized the
this world.
&dyer-.
cluunpions
must
know
in that rough.
if
diamond
- or
_saty_befortlhey know_sti&C”....then this _ ___Lee_polished it in time for the 1976
eliampion was primed from childhood. Olympics in Montreal, where Louganis,
then 16, captured a silver medal off the
Born 28 years ago to an unmarried 10-mcter platform. Longa/is.in fact, so
pair of San Diego teen-agers and impressed Italy's legendary "blond
adopted soon after by -a couple from angel," three-time gold medalist Klaus
in him
nearby El Cajun, Calif., Louganis was Dibiasi, that Dibiasi said, "1 see
dubbed
and
16,"
1
was
when
--myself
acan
a tapdancing virtuoso at 6,
complished gymnast and diver at 10, but--Louganis the lieu apparent.
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University of Maine Chess Club
is sponsoring a chess tournament
in the Memorial Union.
Wed Sept 21
Sept 28

Oct..5

30 Game
Action Chess
USCF Rated

Registration: Wed. 6:45-7:15

deft..9e-5/410r....9e-.1%1

Field hockey team
scores two losses
Joe Grant
Staff Writer
It's difficult to score when a team
doesn't get the ball on net.
The University of Maine women's
field hockey team found that out first
hand during a pair of losses over the
weekend.
[he Black Bears were blanked by the
University of North Carolina 3-0 on Fnday and were shutout on Sunday by
Boston University 2-0.
Coach Jeri Waterhouse was pleased
with the defensive play of her team but
expressed the need to work on their play
at the opponent's end ot the held.
"We have got to see if we can develop
some scoring punch." Waterhouse
Against the Tarhcels, UMaine was
outshot 18-0 in the first half and 2$-5
merall

LOOKING FOR A JOB?
The PART-TIME & SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM
can help you!
A GREAT variety of Off-Campus
part-time positions are now
AVAILABLE*
FOR MORE INFO:
Come to the CAREER CENTER
basement, WINGATE HALL

"We had a tough time doing anything
with the ball after we got it,
Waterhouse said.
Debbie McSweeney was in goal for
UMaine and made 20 saves on the 25
Tarheiti
_ shots.
UNC took a 1-0 advantage into
halftime. Laurel Hershey scored 11
- minutes into the game with Leslie
I_ yness assisting.
UMaine had their idea of a iectir0-•
half comeback stifled quickly when Julie
Blassie notched an unassisted tally only
24 seconds into the half.
"We had some unsteadiness at that
point," Waterhouse said.

The Black Bears were able to keep up
with the Tarheels in the second half being outshot only 7-5 but UNC took advantage of every chance. A Peggy Anthon goal from Michelle Russell closed
the scoring.
Waterhouse said that UNC wasn't
able to get any breakaways but simply
played an opportunistic game.
"It wasn't so much that they' made
outstanding plays." she said "The'
found a mistake and took advantage of
it.
Waterhouse also said she expects to—__
see UNC as the top team in the country
in the future.
"They ought to Will the big one
soon," she said.
Againct P.U, the Black Beari tii-pok a
scoreless tie into the halftime intermission but another early second half goal
put them into a hole.
"It looks like we lack a little punch
coming out for the second half,"
Waterhouse said.
Susan Mercik notched an early
una,ssisted goal along with second goal
15:55 into the half. Tamarah Klein got
the assist.
McSweeney was again in goal and
made 13 saves on 29 shots.
UMaine had only eight shots and
goalie Lori Heywood stopped four
shots.

Government Books
& More!
Send for _watt /rev catalog
&iv CaMkg
luthAfturi t
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APARTMENT FOR RENT
!Acting
Summer 1989 positions.

•Employers liavp also started

inter of Orono
Beautiful Residential Neighborho.ild
$295 Per Month
Side Yard, Patio,and Garden

Call 866-3761 Evenings or Weekends Only
•
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Bears face big game early in season
by Dave Greets'
Staff Writer
The University of Maine has scored
85 points and rolled up over 1,200 yards
of total offense in its first two games.
The University of New Hampshire
has allowed only 27 points in its first two
games.
UNH is the only team without a loss
in the Yankee Conference. The Black
Bears are 0-1 in the YC and can't afford
another loss this early in the season.
All of this adds up to as big an early
season game as VMaine has ever played.
And the Black Bears know it,
"This is an awfully big game for this
early in the season," UMaine Coach
Tim Murphy said. "If we get two losses,
I'm not going to bet the mortgage on
winning the conference."
The last three tunes the Wildcats and
Black Bears have met on,the gridiron
UMaine has dashed UNH's playoff
hopes with latc season victories. The
Wildcats will surely be ready to play.
"They won't be looking past us,"
Black Bear quarterback Mike Buck
understated.

In UNH,the Black Bears will face a
team that Murphy calls the best in the
conference right now.
"They're fresh' and confident,"
Murphy said. "r don't want to take
anything away from UMass or Northeastern, but UNH is a much better
team."
Buck will certainly face a stiffer test
than he did in humiliating the inexperienced Northeastern secondary. Buck
was 19-23 for 364 yards and five
touchdowns, earning Yankee Conference Offensive Player of the Week
honors as well as being named ECAC
Division I-AA Player of the Week and
receiving the Golden Helmet Award as
the top performer in New England.
Murphy lauded the experience and
agressiveness of the Wildcat secondary.
Buck also tealizea that he'll be facing a
much different MVO thia-week.
"They show a lot of different looks
defensively and I'll have to prepare for
those different looks and fronts,"
Buck said. "I'll watth a lot of film this
week, but everything can change once
you get on the field."

But with a good game by Buck almost
a given at this point, the difference in
the game could be the play of the
UMaine special teams,in_partkular the
kickers. _

"We're having some problems,"
Murphy said. "You have to figure on
20 yards on a kickoff return and short
kicks really put the pressure on."

Although the Black Bears solved their
punt coverage problems (they didn't
punt once), the kickoff coverage was
less than brilliant, primarily because of
short kicks by Peter Borjestedt. Borjestedt's kicks were fielded inside the
10-yard line just twice out of eight
kickoffs. One kickoff went out of
bounds for a penalty, something Murphy said "should never happen."

Borjestedt was also the victim of two
bad snaps, one on an extra point try,
another on a 25-yard field goal attempt.
Another Borjestedt extra point was
blocked but he did make a 44-yard field
goal.

Hillel Events for Sept.'88
We will be going apple picking on
Sept. 18th at 1:00pm
(short meeting proceeding)
We will have a Break Fast on
. Sept. 21 at 7:30pm
Hillel is able to provide rides to
all services-for the Holidays;-.-----

PROTESTANT FELLOWSHIP —
MEETING

All new and old Hillel StildAntq Ara
welcome to attend these events
For more information call:

Wed. 6:30 PM, Memorial Union
(Memorial room at top of stairs, 2nd floor)
Methodists, Presbyterians, UCC,_ Lutherans

tie

of

"We really squandered some opportunities (on special teams)," Murphy
said. "Against UNH we can't do
that."

Maureen Rosenberg
581-4512, room 246
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Maxine Harrow
581-1820
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Family and friends of Me Untverstry can &loose lima.' a wicie
variety of programs Including:
S.
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- President's welcome and faculty/staff receptions
- Children's Story Hour (Hudson- Museum)
- Oraanizational Fair on the Mail
- Flea market In the Field House
-Open Houses around carnpuN,
- Various sporting events including UM footbalI game
against UNH
Sunrise Seminars with UM faculty and staff
- Margaret Chase Smith celebration on Sunday

For specific details about the program or-lakree*e arburieced
rr.zer...1:1cf!c., ccrife.c.i Nett sti..c.4.1r!f.: Pr...-grvrisy Verner's! inkm,
581-1826
PLAN TO BE A PART OF A SPECIAL UMAINE TRADITION YOU'LL
LONG REMEMBER!
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Cross country
teams lookstrong
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
For Coach Jim Eta'linger, Saturday's
cross country meets showed some very
good signs for both the men's and
women's teams, including two
breakaway performances for the senior
leaders, Pat O'Malley and Tina
Meserve.
Neither was really tested at Bowdoin
College last weekend, although
O'Malley' was told to take a little detour.
"The Bowdoin officials signaled for
Pat to repeat a loop that wasn't supposed to be repeated," Ballinger said.
"This made the course-around 5.8 or six
miles. At {tail everybody followed him
to make ot a legal race."
O'Malky was clocked at 30:13 over
the course
There were no such problems for
Meserve, who bolted out to an early lead
and ran to an impressive 44 second win
in 17:28 over 3.1 miles. "Both arein excellent shape and should continue to
Ballinger said .
The men's team defeated Bowdoin,
the Uriitisity of Southern Maine and
Maine Maritime Academy with relative
ease, but a rumor had Ballinger wondering before the race.
"I had heard that Bowdoin felt they
had a chance to beat us this year, and
with our young team. 1 wasn't sure."
he said. "But 1 had an assumption that
our sophomores would run well and we
would win, and I was proven right."

twn New England caliber, as is Maine,
meaning it will be a very competitive
meet. "There will be no light meets for
either team the. rest of the season,"
Ballinger said. If Salsbury is questionable, her absence will make the meet
that much tougher.
"Wc are a tittle thin in our depth,"
Ballinger added.
The mens team has added a meet Oct.
1 in Moncton, New Brunswick, with
Moncton, Dalhousie, Acadia and the
University of New Brunswick. Last year
at this meet, Delhousie and Moncton
defeated the Black Bears and look tough
this year. "This meet will give us an idea of
where we art," Ballinger said. "We
know that we have a solid team, but this
will be a real test."
g
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ARRANGE AT THE DIRECTOR'S OFFICE
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BEAT THE PARKING CRUNCH!

Share a ride. Share the Expense.
Come to Commuter Services, Memorial Union
- for car pooling information, bus schedules
and. mac
Monday - Wednesday 8 AM. - 7 P.M.
Thursday - Friday 8 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.
Call 581-1820 for more information
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Karen Salsbury, a top runner last fall
and expected to contend with Meserve,
ran a sub-par race due to inflammation
in the knee. "I'd like for her to heal
before she competes again," Ballinger
;aid, which could tritati puiiing het out
of the home meet Saturday with Ver
morn or may-tie the rge-xt two.
The visiting Catamounts will provide
a good test for both squads. "Vermont
has a good program." Ballinger said.
"They have a good men's team with
ome experience. O'Malley will be
t hallenged this weekend. I really hope
v e will have a good meet."
Vermont's women's team is of top
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1ST FLOOR IN THE UNION
8:00 - 4 : 30 DAILY

Freshman Jeff Young turned in a
great race, finishing second in 31:34.
"Young ran well for us, and with all the
underclassmen near the top, they will
obviously be our strength." Ballinger
said.
Sophomores Paul Healy (fifth). Kevin
Was (seventh), Frank Frost (eighth).
Brad Blackstone (tenth) and Brian
Newbegin (11th) rounded out the top
seven, with freshman David Bernard
senior Mark Snow 114thLand
frosh Scan Dunleavy (15th) close by.
On the women's side, the team from
Brown claimed to be a little weak this
year, but grabbed third through eighth
in Willi-ling the meet easily. Maine top
ped a good Bowdoin team. who lacked
some of the top talent needed to
"Brown is a quality team and very
deep." Ballinger said. "Bowdoin is
one of the top teams in the state this
year We are very cfnrip..r.ble with
t hem."
Senior Mary Meehan cracked the top
ten with a time of.18:44, good for ninth.
Freshman Carla Lemieux ran well in her
first race, finishing 13th. Seniors Rhonda Martin and Linda Hovencamp
rounded out the top five, in 15th and
17th place respectively, but all the news
wasn't good.
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*Loan
(continued from page 5)

Students would take out the loans, which would be guaranteed by the
government, through banks.—

• •

Aaron thought, it interesting that

Dukakis, who has trailed Republican
presidential nominee George Bush in the
polls since mid-August,• unveiled the
"substantive" proposal because he
thinks it's something the American peo-

Go against the grain.
Cut down on salt.

___INTERDORMITORY BOARD

Adding salt to you' food
could subtract years from
—14Our life Because rn some
people salt contributes to
high blood pressure a condition that increases your
risk of heart disease

itra %%brit Ilr ar.OINK Wad rrtv,
,totilidef darttprront 17M/V

•

ple want.

FREE MOVIE

But although he commended the
Massachusetts governor for developing
a program with meat, Aaron feared it
will be used against him.
"Things are a little out of hand. The
politicians arc carped on because they
don't offer anything substantial. Then
when they offer something substantial,
special interest groups come out with
complaints about techncial minutiae. It
all comes dnwn to jealousy. They're
ae they didn't think of it
jealous
first ."

In his last two federal college budget
proposals, in fact. President Reagan ----asked Congress to replace virtually all
-Gnarl:need Stimit Loans with iflcnme-

to-
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contingent loans, but Congress, heeding
educators' testimony that it was too early to tell if the idea is workable, opted
for a pilot program instead.

Under the Reagan plan, all borrowers
would have to repay all the principal and
interest they owed in a prescribed time.
Under Dukakis's plan, loan
repayments .would come directly out of
graduates' paychecks, much like their
Social Security payments.
Graduates
would
not
have
repayments deducted from earnings
over a certain cap, probably to be set
somewhere between $50,000 and
$100,000 a year.
Graduates who borrowed $20,000 to
act through college and "-Arne& iay
$20,000 would repay the government
$500 in a year. or 2.5 percent of their
income.

I Classifieds
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LOST CAR KEY. KEY CHAIN
HAS ,A POUCH ATTAICHED
CONTAINING A VALIDINE
CARD AND- LI-Cf-NSE. PLEASE
RETURN To THE POLICE
i DEPARTMENT

1

A101
Freshman Orientation
Nothing could have prepared me
tor the first few moments ks it h in:
itmHiti11ate.‘Allk111C--110tlung more,
jusCAnique"--was her 113111C.(Aunge

t hc,„K,tofiratictvo",c-ot _
docrifx ton.
when they asked what type of
riximmate I wanted, I didn't know that
I needed to he more specific titan non- snuokcr I LOU USWCatI Sa‘l .1 pict LI IC
Aniquc on a ilostcard I got from
London Within five minfitcs,
out that she was an Art I I istor v student, into the Psychedelic Furs, and
tufa HY, totally against the domestication ofanimals.
I was just about ready to put
fir a room transfer when she
reached-into her feather
backpack, pulled out a
'can ofSu isse Mocha and
. offered me -a cup. Okav. I
decided rd keep an open mind.
As we sipped.our cups,1-)11 fld out that A 111cittr-a-nd

11101. 1_0, the filliii-ChSd..1111

WORKSTUDY STUDENTS NEEDED FOR CHILD STUDY
CENTER.2-3 MORNINGS
PER WEEK 8-12 TEACHING'
AND LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING
CALL BARB1/11-1272-

FOR SALE; HONDA 77 BODY
NEEDS WORK 78,000 ORIG. '
MILES $250. CALL 1166-35S8

5harr

the sa mcfondness tOr Cary (;rant
—

WOMEN'S CENTER meets
•--Fridays 2-4 in the, Weitz
Room, The Maples. JOIN US!

Sept. 21, 22
Shows 7 & 9 p.m.

for wine

coOlers
-,and the same ex-fib-Y.-friend.
That.gave us plenty to tali kout.
-••••11....-

•

General Foods' International Coffees..
Share the frelittg.

TV? Daily Maine Campus Tuesday, September 20, 198ft
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HEALTH
THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE STUDENT
SERVICES
ANOUNCES
INFIRMARY
E
MAIN
OF
TY
ERSI
UNIV
THE
88,
AS OF 9/16/
WILL BE CLOSED
DUE TO A NURSING SHORTAGE
****************************************
****************************************
REGULAR CLINIC HOURS CONTINUE:
8:00 AM - 4:30 PM Monday through Friday
AFTER HOMSURGENT CARE
FOR U M STUDENTS
WiLL BE AVAILABLE:

I

7:00 - 8:30 PM Monday - Friday evenings
2:00- 3:30 PM Saturday and Sunday afternoons
Staffed by a physician and a nurse
* ************•**************•*

FOR URGENT CARE PROBLEMS ONLY
* ***** * * * **************•***•••

f,

4E3

Covered by the Comprehensive Fee
(lab, x-ray, pharmacy NOT AVAILABLE during Urgent Care hours)
Students should continue to use Health Center facilitiesduring daytime (Monday through Friday) hours whenever possible
*** * ** * ***

**********••

THE HEALTH CENTER WILL BE CLOSE() EVENINGS,
NIGHTS AND WEEKENDS
EXCEPT DURING URGENT CARE HOURS
****************************************
****************************************
CALL
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR FOR HELP IN AN EMERGENCY,
581-4000 DAY OR NIGHT
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